It is well known that the occurrence of gaps in a series and overconvergence are closely related phenomena; a classical theorem of Ostrowski states that a Taylor series which has gaps of relative length' bounded below away from one has a sequence of partial sums overconvergent in the neighborhood of every regular point on the circle of overconvergence.
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If the relative length of the gaps tends to infinity, then the sequence of partial sums overconverges to the limit function in its region of regularity.
We will improve on the latter result by showing that if the boundary of the region of overconvergence is sufficiently smooth, then the regions of overconvergence and regularity are identical, provided that the relative length of the gaps is greater than some finite number. We will also establish a criterion for the location of some of the singularities of the limit function when these two regions are not identical.
Consider a simply connected bounded schlicht domain 3D containing \z\ <1 but not the whole of \z\ =1, and let J be the family2 of functions having a subsequence of partial sums of their Taylor expansion about the origin, overconvergent in 20. Let/(z) be an element of SF, and put f(z) = ^2iT=<flrZr (necessarily of unit radius of convergence), Sn(z) = E?=oarZr and rn(z) =f(z) -Sn(z). Suppose that the sequence S"k overconverges in 3D, and denote the complement of the closure of 3D by 3D*. Let g(z) and G(z) be the Green's functions of 3D and D* with respect to the points 0 and °o respectively, then using the method of harmonic majorants we readily obtain the following estimates:
where (k(z) denotes a sequence of functions of z uniformly convergent to zero on compact sets of the given regions.3 If we let zo be a point of d3D, the boundary of 3D, and tt(zo) be the set of all numbers 8 for which the circle \z -z0\ =5 intersects d3D in a set of zero measure, then if d3D is rectifiable we may find elements of Cfc(zo) which are as small as we please. If this were not so we could find a 5*>0 such that the intersection of d3D with every circle \z -z0\ -8, 8<8* is not of zero measure. Since dSD is rectifiable it follows that the circles |z -z0\ =o, 8<8* are enumerable, which is a contradiction.
If we let
Tbe the circle |z-z0| =5 and put ri = mSD and r2 = m3D* we may then define a boundary characteristic by taking
and then
We will show that if this characteristic K(zB, d) is less than one for all d>0 then the point z0 must be a singularity of f(z). This result is stated formally in the following theorem. Theorem 1. If d3D is rectifiable and K(z0, d) < 1 for all d>0 then z0 is a singularity of f(z).
It is interesting to notice that K(zo, d) is independent of f(z) and is dependent only on the geometry of 3D. In order to prove this result we require the following lemma which is a simple application of Poisson's formula. <-I -d<j>-\-2tt J _r R2 + r2 -2Rr cos (6 -<b) R -r 2ir
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Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that/(z) is regular at z = z0, then we may choose 5>0 so that f(z) is regular in \z -z0\ <8, and It follows from (6) that rnk(z)->0 in some neighborhood of Zo, which implies that Zo is not a boundary point of 3D, and this completes the proof of the theorem.
If in addition to knowing the region of overconvergence, we also know the relative length of the gaps in the series which appear after the partial sums Snt(z), then we can improve on Theorem 1 in the following way. Suppose that ar = 0 for nk<r<Nk where Nk/nk^\> 1 for all k sufficiently large, then we can replace (1) Let 7 be the points of | z -11 =2 for which cos 6 < -J, and let z0 be a point of 7, then for all points of 3D in some neighborhood of z0, we have -g(z)<G(z). Let Y be the circle \z -Zo\ =8 then fTGds = 0 for all 5, it follows that frfids-frigds<0 for 5 sufficiently small, and therefore K(zo, d) <1. We deduce from Theorem 1 that each of the points of the locus {|z-1| =2, x^OJ is a singularity of f(z). Ii X>3 then -\(dg/dr)r=2> (dG/dr)r=2 and it follows from Theorem 2 that every point of \z -1\ = 2 is a singular point of/(z).
Theorem 3. If K(z0, d) <A for all z0£d3D and all d>0 where A is some positive constant, then every element f(z) of J which has gaps of relative length A after its sequence of partial sums which overconverge in 3D, has da as a natural boundary.
The proof of this result is again similar to that of Theorem 1. The characteristic K(zQ, d) will be uniformly bounded on d3D if this boundary is sufficiently smooth. For example, if we make the very restrictive assumptions that 3D is bounded, d3D is rectifiable and has a tangent at every point, and that the interior and exterior mapping functions are regular on d3D, then it is not difficult to show that A^(z0, d) is uniformly bounded. If d/dn denotes differentiation along the outward normal on d3D, then dg/dn is uniformly bounded from zero and dG/dn is uniformly bounded on d3D, and we may estimate the integrals frtgds and frfids in terms of these derivatives.
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